
Fabric Terms

Title Definition Good for

1 Rayon A fabric made from wood which imitates the feel of natural fibers 
such as silk, wool, and cotton. Lyocell or Tencel is a kind of rayon.

Dressmaking

2 Fleece A soft fabric with some stretch, brushed on the inside. Often made 
from cotton or cotton blend. Perfect for hoodies, winter sweaters, 
and cosy pyjamas.

Dressmaking

3 Cotton Soft, breathable fabric made from the seed covering of the cotton 
plant. It is used for everything from denim to towels.

Quilting

4 Silk Luxurious, drapable fabric with a gentle shine. Traditionally 
farmed from silkworms, vegan or cupro silk is now available. 
Dates back thousands of years.

Dressmaking

5 Wool A natural fibre that is unique because of its moisture wicking and 
eco-friendly properties. Felt and tweed are made from wool. 
Perfect for coats, jackets, waistcoats, skirts, pants and bags.

Dressmaking, 
accessories

6 Boiled 
Wool

A natural fibre with a textured surface that makes it a desirable 
option for stylish coats and heavier garments. It is denser that 
woven wool and water resistant.

Dressmaking

7 Linen Made from the flax plant, linen is very strong, absorbent, and dries 
fast. Linen garments have exceptional coolness and freshness in 
hot weather.

Dressmaking, 
Quilting

8 Flannel Soft fabric often in tartan or plaid pattern, which can be brushed 
to form a nap on the surface. A warmer option than quilting 
cotton fabric.

Quilting

9 Jersey A soft, stretchy knitted fabric, originally from the island of Jersey 
and made fashionable by Chanel. Used for T-shirts, yoga pants, 
baby clothes, and more.

Dressmaking

10 Courduroy Has a distinct pattern of tufted 'cords' with bare fabric between 
them. Warm and durable, corduroy is good for jackets, skirts, and 
kids' dresses and pants.

Dressmaking

11 Tweed Soft, woolen fabric, water-resistant and durable, iconic in Scotland 
and Ireland for outdoor pursuits.

Dressmaking, 
accessories

12 Canvas Durable fabric made from cotton or linen. Traditionally for sails 
and backpacks, canvas is great for bags, aprons and pillows.

Accessories

13 Denim Sturdy cotton traditionally woven with indigo and white threads, 
creating the distinctive fading blue of jeans.

Dressmaking

14 Lawn Lawn is a luxury weave usually of cotton or linen. It has a very 
smooth finish and good drape. Good for shirts, tops, skirts, and 
summer dresses.

Dressmaking
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15 Tulle A lightweight, very fine, stiff netting, often made from polyester. 
Used for bridal and historical attire, and dance wear. Used in the 
wet felting process.

Dressmaking, 
crafts

16 Felt Made by matting wool, felt is the oldest known textile. It is used 
for arts as well as clothing, tents, and rugs. Also it is great for 
sound or heat insulation.

Accessories, 
crafts

18 Ponte de 
Roma

A double knit fabric which stretches but gives more structure than 
a single knit jersey. Usually a blend of rayon or viscose with other 
fibres including elastane/spandex. Often used in yoga wear.

Dressmaking

17 Ribbed 
Knit

A knit fabric with a ribbed texture. Often has good stretch and 
recovery. Used for cuffs and waistbands as well as full garments 
like tank tops or dresses.

Dressmaking

22 Sweater 
Knits

A knit fabric with a textured pattern or slub. Made to imitate hand 
knitting. Can be heavy to light weight. Used for dressmaking e.g. 
sweaters, scarves, tops.

Dressmaking

20 Muslin An unbleached, plain cotton fabric often used for mocking up 
garments or for hidden layers like interlining. Usually a cheaper 
cotton fabric with lower thread count.

Dressmaking, 
Quilting, 
Crafts

21 Hemp An eco-friendly fabric made from the cannabis plant.  Strong and 
absorbent. Used for garments like dresses, shirts, tops were 
stretch is not needed, as well as rope, carpets, etc. 

Dressmaking, 
crafts

19 Fireside / 
Minky

A soft, textured knit fabric made from polyester. Used for blankets, 
casual garment linings, and more. Brushed texture on one side. 
This fabric has a small amount of cross-grain stretch.

Dressmaking, 
Quilting, 
Crafts
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